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March 8, 2018

To:

Board of Estimate & Taxation Audit Committee Members

From:

The Internal Audit Department

Subject:

Internal Audit Report: Review of Internal Controls Over Cash Receipts in
the Office of the Town Clerk

Enclosed for your review is Internal Audit’s report entitled “Review of Internal Controls Over Cash
Receipts in the Office of the Town Clerk.” The report’s Objective and Scope section describes the
nature of this review and the Summary Conclusion section represents our overall opinion. An
Executive Summary of our observations, risk identification, and management recommendations
precede the body of the report. The body of the report discusses our audit methods and
procedures, and presents the results in more detail. Informational data has been disclosed
throughout using tables, charts, written narratives, and appendices.
We have requested and received responses to our observations and recommendations from the
Office of the Town Clerk Management. The responses are submitted by Management in
memorandum format and follow Section B, “Executive Summary: Observations, Risk Identification,
and Management Recommendations” of this report.
The report contains observations and recommendations regarding the need for improvements in
the following areas: (1) use of an imprest working capital fund(s) for providing change to
customers, (2) accurate and timely recording and deposit of all receipts on a daily basis, (3)
accurate daily reconciliation of deposit items to recorded activity, (4) compensating controls to
mitigate the lack of separation of employee duties, and, (5) increased physical security over receipts
during business hours.
Enclosure
cc:
B. Branyan, Town Administrator
Carmella Budkins, Town Clerk
Kimberley Jordan, Assistant Town Clerk
P. Mynarski, Comptroller
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Internal Audit Report
Review of Internal Controls Over Cash Receipts in the Office of the
Town Clerk

March 8, 2018

A. Background
Overview:
The Office of the Town Clerk (the “Office”) is responsible for providing a diverse range of services
and information to the public, other Town departments, other municipalities, and the State. The
Office collects revenue from the public in the form of fees for various permits, certifications,
official documents, and other services, and is responsible for settlement of conveyance taxes due
to both the State and Town on the sale of real property. The duties carried out by the Office are
mandated by Connecticut General Statutes and the Town’s Charter. All fee amounts, along with
the conveyance tax rates, are set by the State. Most fee amounts are set at fixed rates, such as
amounts due for dog licenses, certified copies of vital statistic records, and producing property
maps. Other fees, along with conveyance tax payments, will vary in amount based on factors such
as the number of document pages filed or on the sale amount of real property.
The Office is led by an elected official granted the title of Town Clerk. An Assistant Town Clerk
reports to the Town Clerk and oversees the Office’s day-to-day operating and financial activities.
The Office is organized into two departments, separately titled the Office of the Town Clerk
(“OTC”) and the Vital Statistics Division (“VSD”). The OTC is staffed by the Assistant Town
Clerk, two full-time Administrative Staff Assistant II Employees, and one part-time employee.
The VSD is managed by an Assistant Registrar with the help of one full-time Administrative Staff
Assistant II. The Assistant Registrar is responsible for the VSD’s financial reporting and operating
environment. Arranging the Office in this way streamlines the array of services it provides and
helps direct the public to the proper area according to the service(s) sought. The Town also
employs a part time Examiner of Indices. This is a position mandated by the State to review the
Office’s land record indexing for accuracy.
Services provided by the Office include:


Recording and certifying property deeds, trade names, and other legal documents, and
collection of recording fees
 Verifying, collecting, and recording of property conveyance taxes
 Filing of new or renewing public notaries and collection of filing fees, along with:
o Verification of notary signatures
o Maintaining notary signatures on file
 Filing of liquor permits and collection of filing fees
 Issuance of shellfish permits and collection of permit fees
 Issuance of dog licenses and collection of license fees
 Receiving and processing Town resident’s military discharge papers
 Processing and issuance of absentee ballot applications
 Preparing selected materials for Town election officials
 Certifying election results to the State
 Preparing and distributing the Representative Town Meeting’s (RTM’s) Call and minutes
 Maintaining the attendance records of the RTM’s membership
 Producing and making available property maps
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Providing certified copies of birth certificates, marriage licenses, and death certificates and
collection of related fee(s)
Issuance of burial permits and collection of permit fees
Recording all births occurring in the Town
Recording all marriages and civil unions occurring in the Town
Recording all deaths occurring in the Town
Forwarding recorded birth information to the Board of Education
Forwarding cause of death information to the Health Department
Forwarding recorded deaths to Registrar’s Office
Forwarding all recorded birth, death, and marriage information to each Connecticut
municipality and to the State

The Office accepts payments from the public, in-person or through the mail, in the form of cash
or check. Credit cards are not accepted in the Office but may be used online through websites
operated by third-party service providers such as VitalChek and US Land Records having contracts
with the Town. VitalChek allows the public to request certified copies of birth, marriage, and death
certificates online rather than through the mail or in-person. US Land Records offers remote,
online access to all of the Office’s currently digitized land records.
As of the date of the completion of fieldwork on August 2, 20171, the Office’s receipt of cash and
check payments are processed using a comprehensive software cashiering, document management,
and indexing system sold and supported by Conduent. Conduent was created in January 2017 after
Xerox Company’s divestiture of Conduent’s previous incarnation, Affiliated Computer Services
(ACS). The Office has used versions of this software for indexing since 1970. It began using its
cashiering function in September 2013, and continues to refer to it under its former name, ACS.
The software is specifically designed for electronic government records management and
recording and is further customized by the vendor to address needs specific to the Town of
Greenwich.
The majority of the Office’s cash revenue activities are comprised of low dollar payments in
exchange for licenses, permits, and/or certified copies of vital records. The bulk of the Office’s
total revenue is generated from collection of the Town’s share of conveyance taxes payable upon
sale of residential real property and from fees charged for recording legal documents into the
Town’s public records.
Over the years the Office has made some progress towards automating its internal processes and
increasing the breadth and depth of public information managed and stored electronically, and
accessible to the public via the internet.
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We were informed subsequent to the completion of fieldwork that the Office either already had, or was near to,
entering into an agreement with a new vendor to provide these services.
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Revenue Activity – July 1, 2013 through May 1, 20172:
Total Office revenue recorded in MUNIS between July 1, 2013 and May 1, 2017 totaled
$23,601,0723. Table 1 below details that amount of revenue by activity and calculates variances
between revenue activities over consecutive years. Variances calculated at a decrease over the
prior year appear in red.
TABLE 1: 4
Revenue Activity

FY 2014

FY 2015

ALCOHOL LICENSES
BURIAL PERMITS
MARRIAGE/CIVIL UNION
DOG LICENSES
VSD: CERTIFIED COPIES
CONVEYANCE TAX
RECORDING FEES
MAP COPIES
NOTARY FEES
TOTAL FEE/TAX
REVENUES
TOTAL REVENUE FOR
PERIOD:

196
2,202
3,641
10,288
214,755
6,050,390
377,783
8,330
2,213

174
2,382
3,498
10,056
243,255
5,575,006
401,241
7,555
1,784

VAR
VAR
FY 2017
(FY14 – FY 2016
(FY15 – (to May
FY15)
FY16)
1)
22
204
30
144
180
2,061
321
1,791
143
2,882
616
2,849
232
9,650
406
7,127
28,500
240,571
2,684
191,445
475,384 5,197,535 377,471 4,251,617
23,458
405,863
4,622
358,994
775
5,965
1,590
4,095
429
1,994
210
1,536

6,669,798

6,244,951

424,874 5,866,725 378,226 4,819,598

$23,601,072

Chart 1 below illustrates what percentage of the $23,601,072 each revenue activity generated.
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May 1, 2017 was the selected cut-off date for this analysis.
Proceeds from the sale of shellfish permits to individuals is accounted for in a restricted receipt fund for use by the
Town’s Shellfish Commission and thus was not considered in the above analysis. In FY 2014-2016, the Office
collected $2,479, $994, and $2,560 respectively. In FY 2017 through May 1, 2017, the Office collected $2,827.
4
Refer to Appendix B for a description of how these revenue streams are allocated among different State and Town
revenue accounts and which accounts and amounts were subject to this review.
3
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CHART 1:

PERCENT OF TOTAL REVENUE REPORTED BY TYPE
COLLECTED BETWEEN JULY 1, 2013 THROUGH MAY 1, 2017
GROSS REVENUE FOR PERIOD = $23,601,072
ALCOHOL LICENSES
0.003%

CONVEYANCE TAX
89%
RECORDING FEES
7%

MAP COPIES
0.11%
NOTARY FEES
0.03%

Other
0.39%

BURIAL PERMITS
0.04%

DOG LICENSES
0.16%

VSD: CERTIFIED
COPIES
4%

MARRIAGE/CIVIL
UNION
0.05%

ALCOHOL LICENSES

BURIAL PERMITS

MARRIAGE/CIVIL UNION

DOG LICENSES

VSD: CERTIFIED COPIES

CONVEYANCE TAX

RECORDING FEES

MAP COPIES

NOTARY FEES

As depicted in Chart 1, six of the Office’s revenue categories (featured in the smaller pie) are
responsible for just 0.39% of its total reported revenue for the period. By far, the largest revenue
generating category for the Office during the period (89%) is from the collection of conveyance
taxes. In a distant second and third are revenues from recording fees (7%) and revenues from
certified copies of licenses and certificates (4%). Based on discussions with staff and a review of
the Office’s recorded receipts, revenue activities most likely to be received by check are those with
higher dollar amounts and/or those requiring a unique calculation, such as conveyance taxes and
recording fees. Conversely, revenues collected in cash are more likely to be from activities with
flat or per unit fees, and priced in lower dollar amounts, such as dog licenses.
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Audit Objective and Scope:
The Office has never been the subject of an Internal Audit review. Our objective was to evaluate
the adequacy of internal controls over the collection, processing, and reporting of cash revenue
received from payments for licenses, permits, and other fees and services. We also reviewed the
Office’s compliance with the Town’s cash receipts policies.
Our audit covers the Office’s cash and check revenue recorded and deposited for fiscal years 2015,
2016, and 2017. We base our conclusions and recommendations on our understanding of the
electronic cashiering system used to process and record revenue, on-site observations of operating
processes and process walk-throughs, as well as interviews with the Assistant Town Clerk, the
Assistant Registrar, and other Office employees. External bank statements and deposited check
images on record at the bank and kept by the Finance Department were also used in our review.
We performed analytical evaluations of recorded financial activity and Town bank activity. We
tested, on a sample basis, cash transactions from inception to transmittal to the Town’s Finance
Department and used the results of that review to identify other areas for additional testing and
evaluation. A description of the expanded audit procedures we performed for the additional testing
are detailed in Appendix C.
As part of our review we also prepared a detailed year-over-year comparison of the Office’s
revenue over the past five fiscal years (2012-2016), broken down by revenue type. The detailed
results of this review are included in Appendix A and are presented for informational purposes
only.
Summary of Significant Audit Results:
Our review found numerous, serious deficiencies in the Office’s practices and procedures for
recording, depositing, and physically securing the revenue it collects. Its system deviates
significantly from the standard, best-of-practice revenue processing procedures. These
deficiencies appear to originate from its process insuring it has cash on hand to provide change to
its customers. Rather than using long standing, universally accepted imprest fund principles to
insure a steady supply of cash on hand for providing change to customers, the Office reports to
employ its own procedures resulting in a needlessly convoluted method rife with multiple fraud
and financial reporting risks. The use of these techniques, along with an inadequate separation of
employee duties and a failure to adequately safeguard cash and check revenue during business
hours must be addressed immediately. This combination of unacceptable revenue processing
processes and inadequate internal controls produces serious issues. These include having
unrecorded revenue stored in the Office, not depositing revenue into Town bank accounts in a
timely manner, inaccurate financial reporting, and increasing the risk to the Town of lost or stolen
revenue.
Summary Conclusion:
The deficiencies and weaknesses over revenue processing identified in this review represent a level
of financial risk to the Town that is unacceptable. The rationale provided by the Office for needing
to operate in this way is not justified. The Office must document policies, and develop and
implement practices so that its current financial and accounting environment achieves basic
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internal control standards utilizing United States Generally Accepted Accounting Principles (US
GAAP) for state and local governments.
An Executive Summary of our observations, risk identification, and Internal Audit
recommendations appear below, followed by management’s responses. The report continues with
background information, detailed observations, analysis, and conclusions, and concludes with
three informational appendices.
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B. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY: OBSERVATIONS, RISK IDENTIFICATION, AND
MANAGEMENT RECOMMENDATIONS:
I.

Failure to Utilize an Imprest Working Change Fund(s)

Summary Observation:
As noted in Section A above, the Office does not make use of an imprest fund to control and
account for the change it provides to customers. Instead it withholds cash revenue from its daily
deposit, making up the difference in the total by substituting revenue received in check(s) by equal
amount. The Office reports it had tried using an imprest fund in the past, but had recurring
difficulties balancing the fund to its original, fixed amount at the end of each business day. The
Office reported it felt its current method of insuring it had change on hand was a reasonable
alternative to an imprest fund because the total amount of revenue deposited to the bank each day
still agreed with the total amount of revenue recorded in its internal records (ACS), even though
the amount of cash revenue versus check revenue processed for the day was often not in agreement.
Risks:






Fraud: substituting checks for cash in daily deposits resembles lapping fraud schemes
where an employee diverts cash for personal use and conceals it by substituting an equal
amount of checks in the deposit.
Irreconcilable Records: cash and check deposits recorded in the bank never agree to the
accounting records. Reconciliations are an important check-and-balance control activity.
Needlessly convoluting the process increases opportunities for the commission and
concealment of fraud and abuse.
Unrecorded Cash Outside of Treasury: keeping random amounts of unrecorded cash in the
Office increases the likelihood of loss or theft and decreases the likelihood of recovery or
restitution after the fact.
Misstated Revenue and Financial Activity: not accounting for revenue in a timely manner
misstates the Town’s financial records and statements, decreasing the usefulness of
financial information to both internal and external decision makers and stakeholders.

Internal Audit Recommendation I: Per Town policy, we require that the Office immediately
cease its current practice of manipulating cash and check revenue in its daily deposits, no matter
the reason. The Office should work with the Finance Department to establish imprest change funds
in the appropriate fixed amount(s) and denominations. Once established, the Office must balance
to the fixed amounts at the end of each business day. Any discrepancies need to be addressed and
resolved with the Finance Department immediately.
Management Response I:
Refer to “IMPREST FUND:” in memorandum dated March 6, 2018, and appearing on page 14
of this report.
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II.

Failure to Deposit Town Revenue in a Timely Manner

Summary Observation:
As a by-product of the Office’s failure to employ imprest funds, cash revenue is withheld from
deposit for the purpose of maintaining a sufficient customer change fund, resulting in untimely
revenue deposit and reporting. We identified instances where cash and checks were held in the
Office for days, and sometimes weeks, before being recorded and sent to the Finance Department
for recording and deposit to Town bank accounts.
Risks:



Theft or Loss: indeterminate amounts of cash or check revenue stored throughout the
Office, as opposed to secured in a bank account, drastically increases the likelihood of loss
or theft.
Increased Expenses and/or Unrecoverable Revenue: when checks are not deposited in a
timely manner the likelihood it will be returned by the bank for lack of funds increases.
Returned checks require the Town pay bank fees and decreases its chances of recovering
the revenue from the account holder.

Internal Audit Recommendation II: Per Town policy, we require that the Office report and
submit all cash and check revenues it receives each day to the Finance Department by no later than
the next business day. The only funds permitted to be kept in the Office on a continuing basis are
those controlled and accounted for under the imprest fund principles, as authorized by the Finance
Department.
Management Response II:
Refer to “CASH RECEPITS PROCESS:” in memorandum dated March 6, 2018, and appearing
on page 14 of this report.
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III.

Failure to Record Revenue in a Timely and Accurate Manner

Summary Observation:
Our review identified several other instances when cash and check revenue kept in the Office was
not recorded in its internal accounting records until days, or sometimes weeks, later. Other times
the Office coded large amounts of check revenues as a lump sum cash payment. We were told the
Office employed such practices out of processing efficiency and to ease its required, periodic
reporting duties to external entities.
Risks:




Theft or Loss: failure to record cash revenue when received presents the opportunity for
theft without fear of later detection. Since the funds were never recorded, it is as if they
never received at all.
Misstated Revenue and Financial Activity: not recording revenue when it is received
misstates the Town’s financial records, decreasing its usefulness to internal and external
decision makers and stakeholders.
Preventable Distortion of Accounting Records: purposefully miscoding receipts as
received in cash when it was actually paid by check, and vice versa, adds needless
distortion to the accounting records, inhibits subsequent reviews and the ability to research
transactions, and complicates audit trails.

Internal Audit Recommendation III: Per Town policy, we require the Office record all revenue
in its internal accounting records on the date of receipt and record accurately the form (cash or
check) in which it was received. Delaying recording until a later, more convenient time or date is
not acceptable. We also require the Office stop intentionally miscoding cash and check revenues
for the sake of simplicity and/or efficiency.
Management Response III:
Refer to “CASH RECEPITS PROCESS:” in memorandum dated March 6, 2018, and appearing
on page 14 of this report.
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IV.

Internal Office Accounting Records do not Reconcile to External Bank
Records

Summary Observation:
Our review included a comparison of Town bank deposit records to the Office’s internal
accounting records over 520 consecutive business days, between June 2, 2015 and June 30, 2017.
This review determined that, although for a few immaterial exceptions, the total dollar amount
deposited each day agreed with the total dollar amount recorded in the Office’s internal accounting
records that day. The breakdown, or allocation, of such revenue between cash and check however,
did not. Of the 520 days, we identified 317 days where the breakdown between cash revenue and
check revenue recorded did not match to Town bank records. While the amounts of the cash and
check over/under statements always “washed”, or were of equal amount, the Office’s daily
recorded cash and check receipt activity did not agree with daily bank cash and check deposit
activity. These amounts yield an overall exception rate of 60.96%, with 262 of the 317 days
representing cash bank deposits that were less than the cash recorded that day (82.6%), and 55 of
the 317 days representing check bank deposits that were less than the checks recorded in the Office
for the day (17.4%). (See Also Item V.)
Risks:




Fraud: regularly substituting checks for cash in daily deposits is how a typical lapping fraud
scheme is conducted. Lapping fraud occurs when an employee diverts cash for personal
use and conceals it by substituting an equal amount of checks in the daily deposit. Total
revenue deposited still equals the total recorded because the cash and check amounts in the
detail cancel out the differences in the final total.
Irreconcilable Financial Records: ensuring that external bank records agree with internal
accounting records is a fundamental internal control designed to detect errors, omissions,
and/or fraudulent activity in a timely manner and to insure the accuracy of financial reports
and statements. Management must ensure employees document and report all differences
detected for investigation, and if required, correction.

Internal Audit Recommendation IV: See Recommendations I, II, and III: Whether this pattern
is the result of lapping fraud or the result of the Office’s stated policy of insuring it has change
available for customers, or a combination thereof, cannot be definitively determined using the
procedures and resources available to us. Nevertheless, it represents an unacceptable practice that
creates recordkeeping chaos and obscures the audit trail. As stated in Summary Recommendations
I, II, and III above, the Office must immediately stop this practice and daily reconcile its internal
records to bank records, in detail.
Management Response IV:
Refer to “CASH RECEPITS PROCESS:” in memorandum dated March 6, 2018, and appearing
on page 14 of this report.
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V.

Running Cash Deficit Between Bank Records and Internal Office Accounting
Records

Summary Observation:
Based on the outcomes described in Summary Observation IV above - specifically the high
incidence (82.6%) of cash bank deposits that were under the cash recorded in its records - we also
compared the daily cash dollar amount deposited to the daily cash dollar amount recorded over the
same 520 consecutive business days. After adjusting for coding errors in the Office’s records in
June and July 2015, we calculated an overall cumulative cash deficit of $7,999.98 for the period
between June 2, 2015 and June 30, 2017. We are not able to explain the origin of or reason for this
deficit. It is possible that differences occurring prior to the start of our review period (June 2, 2015)
may account for some or all of it, however practical considerations and resource restraints prevent
us from expanding our review period to dates prior to June 2, 2015.
Risks:



Theft: undocumented cash deficits not documented or reasonably explained raises the
possibility of theft requiring immediate management intervention.
Systemic Breakdowns: cash deficits not documented or reasonably explained raises serious
concerns over breakdowns in the overall accounting and control environment requiring
management’s immediate attention.

Internal Audit Recommendation V: See Recommendations I, II, III, and IV: Whether this
pattern is the result of lapping fraud or the result of the Office’s stated policy of insuring it has
change available for customers, or a combination thereof, cannot be definitively determined using
the procedures and resources available to us. Nevertheless, it represents an unacceptable practice
that creates recordkeeping chaos and obscures the audit trail. As stated in Summary
Recommendations I, II, III, and IV above, the Office must immediately stop this practice and daily
reconcile its internal records to bank records, in detail.
Management Response V:
Refer to “CASH RECEPITS PROCESS:” in memorandum dated March 6, 2018, and appearing
on page 14 of this report.
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VI.

Inadequate Separation of Employee Duties

Summary Observation:
All five of the Office’s full time employees have cashiering responsibilities as well as the ability
to edit and void their own transactions in ACS without prior approval. The employees are made
up of the Assistant Town Clerk and the two OTC Administrative Staff Assistants, and the Assistant
Registrar and the Administrative Staff Assistant in the VSD. Except for the physical deposit of
revenue to the bank, the Assistant Town Clerk performs each step of the revenue collection,
processing, and reporting process, including cashiering, voiding, reconciling, preparing the daily
deposit, and reporting to the Finance Department. Other Office staff are capable of performing or
being trained to perform a portion of these functions so that incompatible duties are not the
responsibility of just one person.
Risks:


Errors, Omissions, and Fraudulent Activities: separation of duties is a basic internal control
principle insuring no single individual is responsible for performing incompatible steps in
the transaction process. For example, employees granted cashiering functions should not
also be allowed to prepare the deposit and reconcile it to recorded activity. These functions
are best performed by two or more individuals to serve as a check-and-balance, ensure
accuracy, and decrease opportunities to cover-up the misappropriation of assets by
adjusting the records. Management is responsible for maintaining such controls even when
faced with limited resources.

Internal Audit Recommendation VI:
A. We realize that resource constraints prevent the Office from the ability to fully separate
incompatible employee duties. In such instances, best practices prescribe implementing
other procedures to compensate for the deficiency. We recommend the Office train the
OTC Administrative Staff Assistants II to perform daily reconciliations of the deposit
prepared by the Assistant Town Clerk to the activity recorded in ACS. All differences must
be investigated, documented, and if needed, corrected prior to sending to the Finance
Department. The reconciliations should be documented and initialed by the employee
performing it.
B. In the absence of its ability to fully separate employee duties, we recommend the Town Clerk
perform a monthly review of all ACS void activity. The ACS report Audit Transaction Report
(VOIDED RECEIPTS) – Detailed Distributions is easily generated using set beginning and end
dates. Void activity in the Office is infrequent and the report itself is brief allowing it to be
quickly reviewed to note any unusual activity or patterns for further investigation.

Management Response VI:
Refer to “SEGREGATION OF DUTIES:” in memorandum dated March 6, 2018, and appearing
on page 14 of this report.
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VII.

Security Concerns Over Cash and Check Receipts During Business Hours

Summary Observation:
Register drawer keys are left in their locks during business hours. Both the OTC and the VSD are
open to the public each business day from 8:00 am to 4:00 pm. There is no secure barrier between
the public space and the cashiering space and additional concern is merited based on Office
complaints of chronic understaffing and difficulties in meeting its duties when one or more staff
members is on paid-time-off.
Risks:


Theft or Loss: unlocked register drawers in areas accessible to the public increase the
opportunity for theft. This is especially true in understaffed environments that can lead to
cash drawers being left unattended during business hours.

Internal Audit Recommendation VII: We recommend Management develop procedures to
increase security of the register drawers in the event the cashiering areas are left unattended during
business hours and to consider exploring reasonable, economical ways to re-configure the physical
space.
Management Response VII:
Refer to “PHYSICAL SECURITY:” in memorandum dated March 6, 2018, and appearing on
page 14 of this report.
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C. Revenue Processing Procedures
Overview:
Payments in the OTC and the VSD are received both through the mail and in-person at the counter.
Mailed payments are almost always paid by check, but small amounts of cash are received through
the mail on occasion. Mail is opened by available staff in the morning and any payments received
are separated from the accompanying forms or documents. Shellfish permits are not processed
through the mail and are available only to applicants at the counter who provide proof of residency.
In the OTC, the payments are placed by the register behind the customer counter where they are
processed in ACS by staff throughout the day as time permits. In the VSD, payments received in
the mail are placed in a desk drawer behind the customer counter and also processed in ACS as
time permits. When asked, we were initially told that all checks received over the course of a
business day were recorded and processed in ACS that same day, and prepared for deposit and
sent to the Finance Department on the next business day.
When check payments are processed in ACS, staff restrictively endorses checks with a rubber
stamp and then enters the payment details into ACS. Once complete, the payment is submitted to
the system for processing. Once processed, a two-part sequentially numbered receipt is generated
which is either provided to the customer at the counter, or if the payment is mailed, discarded in a
trash can behind the customer service counter. All five of the Office’s full time employees have
cashiering responsibilities and all have permission to edit and void their own transactions in ACS
without prior management approval. These employees are the Assistant Town Clerk and the two
OTC Administrative Staff Assistants, and the Assistant Registrar and the Administrative Staff
Assistant in the VSD.
The ACS system is not just a cashiering and bookkeeping system, it also functions to automatically
assign a sequentially ordered, official volume and index number(s) if the payment(s) relate to
recording official documents to the public record. In order for it to assign these State-mandated
numbers correctly and accurately, payments must be entered by the cashier in a specific order. If
an error is made, the entire transaction must be voided and re-entered into the system as soon as
possible. The system also automatically allocates gross payment amounts among different State
and Town accounts, if required, easing close out reporting for the Office. Payments for fees and
services not requiring a volume and index number for the public record are manually assigned to
the proper account and processed as regular cash and check transactions.
In the OTC, the physical cash or check payments are stored in one of five register drawers behind
the customer counter. For items such as recording fees, conveyance taxes, copies, notary filings,
and alcohol permits the payment is kept in one of two register drawers - one dedicated to cash
payments and the other to check payments. Both of these register drawers are referred to as the
“main drawer”. Two additional register drawers are assigned to dog license transactions, one
dedicated to cash payments and the other to payments made by check. A fifth register drawer holds
payments for shellfish permits. We were told the OTC’s use of this cash drawer system dates at
least as far back as the 1970’s and is intended to organize payments received based on a particular
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payment’s external reporting requirements. There is a sixth register drawer in the VSD that holds
all payments related to vital records transactions.
The Office also offers four coin operated photocopy machines for public use. The coins from these
machines are collected and processed by an outside vendor. The coin receptacles are securely
locked and no one in the Office has keys or other means of access to the receptacles.
At the end of the day, all register drawers are removed from behind the counters and secured in a
vault located in the VSD. The vault is accessed via combination and is known by the five fulltime employees and the Town Clerk. The morning of the next business, day the Assistant Town
Clerk retrieves the contents from the register drawers, returns each one to its proper location at the
customer counters, and prepares the prior business day’s revenues for deposit and transmittal to
the Finance Department. The process involves printing an ACS report of the recorded activity from
the prior business day and reconciling it to the physical cash and check receipts retrieved from the
register drawers to insure each are in agreement. The Assistant Town Clerk then prepares a cash
deposit slip reporting the cash revenue collected. A manual transmittal sheet allocating the day’s
total revenue between the appropriate funds and accounts is also manually prepared. Separate
totals for both checks and cash are calculated and manually entered at the foot of the daily
transmittal sheet. The transmittal sheet, the checks, and the cash with deposit slip are then walked
to the Finance Department where it is recorded in MUNIS and deposited to Town bank accounts.
Office staff stated on numerous occasions that they are understaffed and would benefit from the
addition of another full-time employee. They stated feeling overwhelmed with work, especially on
days when one or more staff members is out of the Office.
Customer Change Policy:
When accepting cash payments at the counter, the Office initially stated it followed an “exact
change only” policy. If a customer did not have exact change to pay for a transaction, we were told
the Office directed them to another Town Hall Department to receive the needed change, and then
return to complete payment. The Office stated it sometimes made exceptions for very small
amounts of change or when a customer had a completed, signed check drawn in an amount slightly
over the actual amount due. In these instances, the Office provided change from whatever
collected cash revenues were available in one of the register drawers. The total transaction amount,
along with the remainder amount of change due, is automatically calculated and recorded by ACS.
When asked why the Office did not use an imprest fund provided by the Finance Department to
account for customer change, we were told it had been tried in the past but that it found it confusing
and difficult to balance at the end of the day.
An “imprest fund” is a mechanism based on long-standing accounting principles and is used to
control and account for small disbursements, including providing customer change. For accounting
purposes, the Finance Department labels its imprest funds as “Working Capital Funds”. Such funds
use a fixed amount of cash and/or coin advanced, or “loaned”, to an office or department by the
Treasury. As cash payments are processed throughout the day, any change required is taken from
the balance in the imprest fund. At the end of the day, total cash received is tallied, compared to
the balance in the imprest fund, and the balance adjusted to its original fixed amount. Cash revenue
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for deposit is now properly stated (net of change) and the imprest fund is ready for use the
following business day. This method creates secure and controlled process to document small,
disbursements made in an office or department.
As fieldwork progressed (see Section D.) we discovered that payments for dog licenses and
shellfish permits were not regularly processed in ACS upon receipt. When asked, the Office stated
it stored these cash and check revenues in its designated register drawer(s) until the payments had
accumulated to a non-specified amount. The Office then processed the payments in ACS in batches
at intermittent intervals. When asked, the Office stated that it processes these payments this way
due to their (typically) low volume and small dollar amounts. The Office also stated this method
facilitates its monthly reporting responsibilities to the Health Department (shellfish permits) to the
State (dog licenses). However, we observed that even during dog license renewal season in June,
when payments increase significantly, cash and checks were still left to accumulate in the register
drawers and processed in ACS at intermittent intervals.
The Office also related that it had discovered when dog and shellfish payments made by check
were not deposited timely, the item was more likely to be returned by the bank for lack of funds.
To address that issue, the Office stated it would also withhold a portion of daily cash revenue
collected for items such as copies, notary filings, business licenses, etc. and swap that amount for
an equal amount of dog and/or shellfish checks accumulated, but not yet recorded, in the day’s
deposit. The Office reasoned this method both insured cash on hand for customer change and that
checks were deposited before a customer’s account was depleted from other expenses. Despite the
Office’s various rationales and explanations, the end-result is simply an overly convoluted, nontransparent revenue accounting Office process that needs to stop.

D. Cash Deposit Review
Preliminary Test:
To test the accuracy, timeliness, and completeness of cash deposits we randomly selected a sample
of 15 items from a universe of 288 cash deposits completed January 4, 2016 through February 27,
2017. The Finance Department provided us with the related deposit slips and daily transmittal
sheets prepared by the Office. We compared these documents to the same day’s cash receipt
activity recorded in ACS.
Preliminary Results:
Of the 15 deposits reviewed we identified nine instances where the cash receipts reported to
Finance were either slightly over or under the day’s activity recorded in ACS. However, the day’s
total receipt activity processed in ACS always equaled the total receipt activity reported to Finance.
Even when considering this outcome as due to the irregular processing and reporting of dog license
and shellfish permit payments described above, our sample error rate of 60% was unexpectedly
high. These exceptions are presented below in Table 2.
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TABLE 2:
DAY/DATE
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Wednesday, January 06, 2016
Wednesday, June 08, 2016
Wednesday, June 15, 2016
Thursday, July 07, 2016
Monday, August 01, 2016
Monday, September 19, 2016
Tuesday, October 04, 2016
Monday, December 05, 2016
Tuesday, January 24, 2017
TOTAL

ACS CASH
RECORDED
$ 906.00
589.00
568.00
865.00
778.00
670.00
619.00
540.00
591.00
$ 6,126.00

CASH
DEPOSITED
$ 860.00
557.00
856.00
849.00
874.00
627.00
609.00
418.00
583.00
$6,233.00

DIFFERENCE
$ (46.00)
(32.00)
288.00
(16.00)
96.00
(43.00)
(10.00)
(122.00)
(8.00)
$ 107.00

Lapping Fraud
Lapping fraud occurs when an employee diverts cash for personal use from a payment from one
transaction, and hides it by applying a cash or check payment from another transaction to offset
the amount from the first transaction. This type of fraud can be conducted indefinitely, since newer
receipts are continually applied to settle older transactions, and the day’s recorded activity always
balances to the amount deposited into the bank.
In fact, a very common method of committing this type of fraud is identical to the procedures used
in the Office and described above. It involves a cash diversion/check substitution scheme where
an employee diverts cash for personal use and conceals it in the records by substituting checks in
the deposit (received in person at the counter or through the U.S. Mail) in the amount of the cash
diverted. The substitution allows the day’s total recorded receipts to balance with the total receipts
transmitted and reported to Finance. The only detectable difference lies in the checks to cash ratio
composing the total deposit recorded in the system versus the total deposit sent to Finance.
Red flags common to lapping fraud schemes include:
 delays in posting customer payments,
 receipt detail not agreeing with the general ledger,
 inadequate separation of duties, and
 processing multiple receipts on a daily basis that are fixed, or uniform, in amount.
All of the above conditions either existed or had been observed in the Office.
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Expanded Audit Procedures:5
Due to the 60% exception rate identified in our sample and the serious nature of the matter, we
reviewed the Office’s deposit practices further. We looked at all daily deposits made and reported
from June 2015 through June 2017, and compared each day’s cash activity, less change provided
to customers, as recorded in ACS, to actual cash deposits recorded by the bank and calculated for
any differences. We applied the same procedure to the Office’s check transactions. We also
compared how much change was recorded in ACS as being provided to customers relative to actual
cash amounts withheld from deposit for the purpose of having change available. Additionally, we
factored in paid-time-off days taken by the Assistant Town Clerk to determine whether activity
varied between those days from ones spent in the Office. We also looked for seasonal variations
and patterns. On days featuring significant or unusual variances, we examined activity transactionby-transaction.
Expanded Results:
Over the two-year period from June 2, 2015 to June 30, 2017 we calculated the following overall
net differences between cash and checks deposited versus recorded:
CASH AMT
DEPOSITED
$266,029.11

Net Difference:

CASH AMT
RECORDED
(NET OF
CHANGE)

$285,609.59

CASH
DIFFERENCE

CHECKS
DEPOSITED

CHECKS
RECORDED

CHECK
DIFFERENCE

$(19,580.98)

$13,570,241.42

$13,550,632.93

$19,608.49

$(19,580.98)

+

$19,608.49

=

$28.01

Our preliminary opinion was that the amount of underreported cash, $19,580.98, calculated as the
difference between reported cash revenue and bank deposit activity was, much too large to be
explained by human errors, such as inadvertently recording a check receipt as a cash receipt. When
we considered that checks were over reported by the materially same amount of $19,608.49, it
objectively suggested the existence of a lapping fraud scheme.
We drilled further into daily revenue activity, examining supporting bank, Finance Department,
and Office documentation for the period above. The period covered a total of 520 consecutive
business days over the period. Of that total, we identified 317 days where cash and checks
deposited to the bank did not agree with the Office’s internal accounting records, resulting in an
overall error rate of 61%. Of the 317 daily deposit exceptions, 262 days, or 82.6%, represented
instances where the cash deposited to the bank was less than that recorded in the Office. In each
instance, the cash deficit in the bank deposit amount was always offset by a check surplus in the
bank deposit amount, meaning that the day’s total deposit reported and sent to Finance always
equaled the total amount recorded by in ACS. Similarly, of the 317 daily deposit exceptions only
55 days, or 17.4%, represented instances where the cash amount deposited to the bank was more
than that recorded in the Office. Our review did not detect any significant differences in the
5

A more detailed explanation of our audit procedures can be found in Appendix C.
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Office’s daily deposit activity between days when the Assistant Treasurer was on duty versus paidtime-off. Table 3, below, shows the results of the daily activity review, organized by month.
TABLE 3:
NUMBER
OF
MONTH/YEAR BUSINESS
DAYS IN
MONTH
Jun-15
Jul-15
Aug-15
Sep-15
Oct-15
Nov-15
Dec-15
Jan-16
Feb-16
Mar-16
Apr-16
May-16
Jun-16
Jul-16
Aug-16
Sep-16
Oct-16
Nov-16
Dec-16
Jan-17
Feb-17
Mar-17
Apr-17
May-17
Jun-17
TOTAL DAYS:

22
22
21
21
21
18
22
19
20
22
21
21
22
20
23
22
20
19
21
20
18
22
19
22
22
520

NUMBER OF
DAYS IN
MONTH DO
NOT
BALANCE

NUMBER
OF DAYS
IN
MONTH
CASH IS
UNDER

17
12
14
17
11
15
11
11
10
16
14
7
19
13
19
13
13
14
13
13
11
10
6
6
12

16
10
12
16
9
11
5
9
7
12
13
5
14
11
16
13
12
13
10
12
10
9
5
5
7
317

262
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NUMBER
OF DAYS
CASH
IN
UNDER
MONTH
RATE
CASH IS
OVER

CASH
OVER
RATE

94.1%
83.3%
85.7%
94.1%
81.8%
73.3%
45.5%
81.8%
70.0%
75.0%
92.9%
71.4%
73.7%
84.6%
84.2%
100.0%
92.3%
92.9%
76.9%
92.3%
90.9%
90.0%
83.3%
83.3%
58.3%

5.9%
16.7%
14.3%
5.9%
18.2%
26.7%
54.5%
18.2%
30.0%
25.0%
7.1%
28.6%
26.3%
15.4%
15.8%
0.0%
7.7%
7.1%
23.1%
7.7%
9.1%
10.0%
16.7%
16.7%
41.7%

82.6%

1
2
2
1
2
4
6
2
3
4
1
2
5
2
3
1
1
3
1
1
1
1
1
5

55 17.4%

NUMBER OF
DAYS IN
MONTH IN
BALANCE
5
10
7
4
10
3
11
8
10
6
7
14
3
7
4
9
7
5
8
7
7
12
13
16
10
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Due to the results above, specifically the high incidence (82.6%) of daily cash deposits that were
less than the cash recorded for the day, we further compared the amount of cash dollars deposited
to the amount of cash dollars recorded by the Office over the same 520 consecutive business days.
Given this data, we calculated a cumulative cash deficit between what was deposited and what was
reported of $19,580.48. These results, organized by month, appear in Table 4, below.
TABLE 4:

MONTH/YEAR

Jun-15
Jul-15
Aug-15
Sep-15
Oct-15
Nov-15
Dec-15
Jan-16
Feb-16
Mar-16
Apr-16
May-16
Jun-16
Jul-16
Aug-16
Sep-16
Oct-16
Nov-16
Dec-16
Jan-17
Feb-17
Mar-17
Apr-17
May-17
Jun-17
CUMMULATIVE TOTAL
ADJ CUMMULATIVE TOTAL* (SEE

CASH
DEPOSITED
TO BANK

CASH
RECORDED IN
ACS (net of
change)

15,980.39
11,993.50
10,025.42
9,036.00
9,909.50
9,924.01
9,924.00
9,357.00
9,306.50
9,504.00
11,274.51
12,395.51
13,971.00
10,458.00
12,116.00
9,293.50
10,148.00
8,180.00
9,343.30
9,694.00
9,819.00
11,330.00
8,533.00
10,323.97
14,189.00

28,200.39
13,298.50
10,491.42
9,534.00
10,180.50
10,213.01
9,863.00
9,651.00
9,392.50
9,759.00
11,627.51
12,694.49
13,773.00
10,989.00
12,789.00
9,603.50
10,514.00
8,598.00
9,782.80
9,981.00
9,963.00
11,669.00
8,596.00
10,612.97
13,833.00

NET CASH RECORDED
BUT NOT DEPOSITED

(12,220.00)
(1,305.00)
(466.00)
(498.00)
(271.00)
(289.00)
61.00
(294.00)
(86.00)
(255.00)
(353.00)
(298.98)
198.00
(531.00)
(673.00)
(310.00)
(366.00)
(418.00)
(439.50)
(287.00)
(144.00)
(339.00)
(63.00)
(289.00)
356.00
$ (19,580.48)
$(7,998.98)

COMMENTS BELOW)
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Large Cash Deposit Shortages – June 2015 and July 2015:
The exceptionally large cash shortages calculated June and July 2015 shown in Table 4 above,
were reviewed further. We found that during June 2015, the Office processed $15,921 in receipts
from dog license renewal (1,544 individual dog licenses total) and reported all but $211.00 of that
amount as paid in cash. In reality, however, we found that approximately $11,110 of that amount
was actually paid by check, not cash. After adjusting the cash recorded in ACS by that amount,
the net cash deficit was reduced from $12,220 to $1,110.
As dog license renewals continue being processed into July, we noted the Office pulled back from
reporting every license transaction as paid in cash. The only exception was on July 2, 2015 when
dog license checks totaling approximately $448 were deposited to the bank, while on July 1, 2015
a gross amount of $765 in dog license receipts were recorded as cash6. Adjusting recorded cash in
ACS by $448 reduced the net cash deficit of $1,305 to $857. After adjusting for these amounts,
we calculated a new cumulative deficit totaling $7,998.98.
Untimely Revenue Deposit:
Town policy follows the universally accepted, best-business practice requiring all cash, money
order, and check revenue be deposited to the bank no later than the next business day. An exception
is made if cash revenue received for the day totals to less than $100.00. In this instance cash
revenue may be kept secured in the Office until the total exceeds $100.00. Once this threshold is
crossed, all cash revenue must be sent to the Finance Department on the following business day.
The rationale for this policy is to control for the high inherent risk associated with these forms of
payment. So long as it remains un-deposited all checks, money orders, and cash revenue are
collected in the Office is susceptible to being lost, misplaced, or inadvertently destroyed, posing
little chance of recovery. The easiest way to reduce this risk is by insuring these payments are
deposited and recorded in the bank as soon as reasonably possible.
Untimely deposits also present financial and operational risks as well. The money is not available
for use and the revenue not recorded in the Town’s MUNIS system. Town financial reports and
statements are incorrectly stated, diminishing the relevance and reliability of the information
needed for planning and decision making by internal and external users.
Inaccurate and Untimely Revenue Recording:
The same financial and operational risks relating to untimely deposits discussed above also occur
when controls are not in place to insure the accurate and timely recording and reporting of revenue.
If financial information is to be relevant to internal and external decision makers, it must be as
accurate and timely as reasonably possible.

6

Checks recorded in ACS are remotely deposited by the Treasury Department on the next business day.
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E. Separation of Employee Responsibilities:
Separation of employee responsibilities requires assigning incompatible accounting duties among
employees. This control activity is one of the strongest checks-and-balances available, effective at
deterring fraud and detecting errors. Our review concluded the Office is quite weak in this area.
All five of the Office’s full time employees have cashiering responsibilities and all have
permission to edit and void their own transactions in ACS without prior approval. These employees
are comprised of the Assistant Town Clerk and the two OTC Administrative Staff Assistants, and
the Assistant Registrar and the Administrative Staff Assistant in the VSD. Allowing employees to
process both payments and voids (without prior approval), increases opportunity for a person to
process a cash payment, later void the payment in the records, and pocket the cash payment for
personal use. Having a second employee, preferably one without cashiering responsibilities,
approve the void before it is processed, acts as a deterrent to this behavior, mitigating the risk.
Additionally, the Assistant Town Clerk performs each step of the revenue collection, processing,
and reporting cycle. These steps include not just cashiering and voiding, but daily close-out of the
Office’s financial activity, reconciling the recorded revenue to the actual payments, preparing the
daily cash and check deposits, and reporting all daily activity to the Finance Department. Except
for physically depositing the revenue at the bank, which is done by the Finance Department, the
entire process is under the purview of one person. On days when the Assistant Town Clerk is
absent from the Office, an Administrative Clerk II performs this function. Despite having two
employees with the ability to perform these duties, the Office does not require either to act as a
daily check-and-balance for the other. If the Office were to divide daily responsibilities between
the two employees, such as requiring one to perform reconciliations and the other prepare the daily
deposit, Office controls to prevent and detect fraud and the occurrence of financial reporting errors
and misstatements would be strengthened without incurring any significant, additional cost.

F. Physical Security of Receipts During Business Hours:
Physically securing revenue as it is collected throughout the day in the Office is important for
preventing unauthorized access by both Town employees and the public. The Office stated it was
regular practice to leave each register drawer key inserted in its lock, but not in the locking
position, throughout the day.
The Office is open to the public from 8:00 am to 4:00 pm, each business day. No secure barrier
exists between the public space and the cashiering space to prevent individuals from entering the
register area and attempt to remove keys, remove register drawer contents, or to remove and take
the entire register drawer(s) itself. Office statements addressing both chronic understaffing and
operating challenges on days when the Office is not at its current, full staff, increases the
probability of cashiering areas being left unattended during business hours. Procedures to increase
security of the register drawers and the cashiering areas during business hours need to be
developed.
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G. Void Payments Review:
Due to all five, full-time employees having both cashiering and editing/voiding abilities without
prior approval, we reviewed these activities further. Ideally, payments needing subsequent
adjustment or voiding in the register require on-site and immediate approval from a supervisor or
employee without cashiering duties in order to complete the transaction. Otherwise, the
opportunity exists for a person to process a cash payment, later void the payment from the record,
and divert the cash for personal use.
We reviewed Office void activity by creating an ACS report titled “Audit Transaction Report
Voided Receipts – Detailed Distributions” for fiscal years 2014, 2015, 2016, and through May 1,
2017. The report allowed us to separate activity between void cash transactions and void check
transactions. We then examined each type by void reason, cashier ID, and timing, noting any
unusual patterns for further review.
The majority of voided cash payments related to map copies in the OTC. The Office stated the
need to void cash payments for map copies arises customers when pay up front for the service, but
then decide the copies are not needed and require a refund. Cash payments in the VSD also
accounted for a large portion of voided cash payments. We identified data entry errors as the
primary reason for these cash voids. We confirmed that overall cash void activity recorded in the
Office was infrequent and the dollar amounts nominal. Each voided payment was also annotated
by the cashier providing the reason for the void. Table 5 presents the dollar totals, by fiscal year,
of void payments made by cash versus void payments made by check.
Table 5:
Fiscal Year
2014
2015
2016
2017 through May 1

Amount of Check
Transactions Voided
$472,115
616,104
218,347
376,072

Amount of Cash
Transactions Voided
$457
814
603
230

Ratio: Cash Voids to
Total Voids
0.10%
0.13%
0.28%
0.06%

Voided check payments account for the bulk of total dollars voided. Voided check payments often
relate to the sale of real property and include sizable amounts due for conveyance taxes. Entering
such payments into ACS requires it be recorded in specific sequence so the program can assign
sequential index numbers and correctly allocate the total payment among the proper accounts. A
single data entry mistake requires the entire transaction be voided and correctly re-entered. These
large dollar amounts are also almost exclusively paid to the Town by check and explain why voided
check payments are substantially higher in amount than voided cash payments.
Despite Office employees’ ability to both record and void payments without prior authorization,
no unusual activity or patterns were identified indicating the possibility that the control weakness
was exploited for personal gain. Based on the ratios calculated in Table 5, we also deemed that
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the highest risk dollars, those relating to voided cash payments, were immaterial relative to
overall void activity and dollar amounts.

Conclusion:
Our audit procedures identified seven accounting control deficiencies over the Office’s process for
recording and depositing its cash and check revenues. The deficiencies are a direct result of the
Office’s substandard accounting practices and its lack of internal controls.
Its failure to operate an imprest fund as a means of providing change for its customers is not an
acceptable practice for any cash handling office or department. The Office must establish two
such funds, one dedicated to the OTC and the other to the VSD, containing a preset amount of
cash in the appropriate denominations, strictly used only to provide customer change. At the end
of each business day (not the beginning), the Office must account between the preset amount and
its total receipts for the day and make up the difference in the fund so it is ready for immediate use
on the following business day. Any discrepancies identified require immediate follow-up and
resolution.
The Office’s purposeful miscoding of its dog license receipts in 2015, whether done in the interest
of expediency or otherwise, is also not acceptable. Recording numerous payments made by check
as paid in cash weakens controls, distorts the deposit record, and creates opportunities to divert
Town revenue for personal use, obscuring the act by recording false entries.
Similarly, withholding revenue received from both recording and timely deposit is an unjustifiable
practice in both appearance (fraud) and fact (misleading financial reports and statements). The Town
absolutely requires, and US GAAP rules for state and local government dictate all revenue received
be recorded and deposited on a timely basis. There are numerous, serious risks associated with
retaining unrecorded revenue in an office or department for indiscriminate period of time that the
Town cannot, and should not, tolerate.
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APPENDIX A:
Reported Five Year Revenues – Fiscal Years 2012-2016:
The accounting and reporting of revenues received by the Office is complicated in that some
revenue streams are retained in their entirety by the Town, while others are allocated between
various State and Town funds, some of which are restricted for use by specific policy or legislation.
For purposes of our review, we examined the Office’s overall revenue generated from its operating
activities (MUNIS object codes 42111 through 44460). We did not examine operating revenue that
was allocated among State and special purpose funds. We also did not review revenue received by
the Office from grants or other state subsidies. A simple breakdown of revenues and how they are
accounted for with accompanying charts follows below:
$12,000

Revenue Streams Totalling Less Than $10,501 per Fiscal Year
2012 - 2016
$10,000

Axis Title

$8,000

$6,000

$4,000

$2,000

$-

ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGE
LICENSES

BURIAL PERMITS

MAP COPIES

NOTARY FEES

FY 2012

$176

$2,208

$10,196

$2,032

FY 2013

$178

$2,287

$10,500

$2,068

FY 2014

$196

$2,202

$8,330

$2,213

FY 2015

$204

$2,382

$5,965

$1,784

FY 2016

$174

$2,061

$7,555

$1,994
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CERTIFIED COPY REVENUE (the VSD)
Fiscal Years 2012 - 2016
$250,000
$245,000

$243,255
$240,571

$240,000
$235,000
$230,000
$225,000
$218,652

$220,000
$215,000

$214,755
$212,135

$210,000
$205,000
$200,000
$195,000
FY 2012

FY 2013

FY 2014
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FY 2015

FY 2016

Town's Share
CONVEYANCE TAX REVENUE
Fiscal Years 2012 - 2016
$7,000,000
$6,050,390
$6,000,000

$5,575,006
$5,197,535

$4,994,471
$5,000,000

$4,000,000

$3,734,578

$3,000,000
$2,000,000

$1,000,000
$-

FY 2012

FY 2013

FY 2014
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FY 2015

FY 2016

Town's Share
MARRIAGE LICENSE REVENUE and DOG LICENSE REVENUE
Fiscal Years 2012 - 2016
12,000.00
10,000.00
8,000.00

6,000.00
4,000.00

2,000.00
-

MARRIAGE/CIVIL UNION-TOWN SHR

DOG LICENSES - TOWN'S SHARE

FY 2012

3,850.00

7,289.00

FY 2013

3,278.00

10,660.00

FY 2014

3,641.00

10,288.50

FY 2015

3,498.00

10,056.50

FY 2016

2,882.00

9,650.50

Town's Share
RECORDING FEE REVENUE
Fiscal Years 2012-2016

$600,000

$483,078

$500,000
$425,220

$377,783

$400,000

$401,241

$405,863

FY 2015

FY 2016

$300,000
$200,000
$100,000
$-

FY 2012

FY 2013

FY 2014

LAND RECORDS-RECORDING FEES
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APPENDIX B:
a. Revenue
The following tables detail the Office’s different revenue streams and the State-mandated rates in effect
and charged during the audit period. The State recently increased several of these rates effective
December 1, 2017. Table 7 includes revenue activity and prior rates for the OTC, while Table 8 reflects
the same for the VSD.

TABLE 7 - OTC:
1.
2.

$2.00

Recording of liquor permits:
Issuance of shellfish permits:
Regular:
Senior:
Junior (5-13):

3.
4.

5.

Issuance and recording of business permits:
Issuance of annual dog licenses (starting June 1 each year):
Spayed/Neutered:
Intact:
Penalty:
Lost Tag:
Transfer from other CT municipality:
Service Dog:
Recording and certifying land/other records:
Deeds (warranty, quit claim, trustee):
Mortgage Deeds:
Mortgage Release:
Miscellaneous Documents (affidavit, subordination):
Each Additional Page:
Certified Copies of Land Records:
MERS Mortgages:
Record:
Release:

6.

$8.00
$19.00
$1.00/each month not renewed
$0.50
$1.00
No fee

$53.007
$53.008
$53.009
$53.0010
$5.00/page
Copy: $1.00/page
Certify:$2.00
$159.00/+$5 per page
$159.00 flat

Producing property maps:
Regular:
Sub-division:

7.
8.
9.

$15.00
$10.00
$1.00
$5.00

Recording new/renewing public notaries:
Public Notary Services:
Verification, collection, and recording of property
conveyance taxes:

7

Effective December 1, 2017, this fee increased from $53.00 to $60.00.
Ibid.
9
Ibid.
10
Ibid.
8
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$10.00
$20.00
$10.00
$2.00
Amounts vary by property and are
allocated between the State and the
Town (Town Conveyance Tax Fund
and State Conveyance Tax Fund)
The Town’s share is assessed at
$2.50 per $1,000 of consideration for
the transfer.

TABLE 8 - VSD:
1.

2.
3.

Provision of Certified Birth, Marriage, and
Death Certificates:
Birth:

Long Form: $20.00
Short Form: $15.00
$20.00
$20.00
$3.00
$30.00

Marriage:
Death:
Issuance of Burial/Cremation Permits:
Issuance of Marriage Licenses:

b. Revenue Accounting Requirements
Per State regulation and policies, the amounts received from the different activities above are
allocated and reported in one of three ways: 1) the full amount collected is classified as Town
revenue, 2) a portion of the full amount collected is considered Town revenue with the remainder
remitted to the State, or 3) the full amount collected is allocated between Town revenue, State
revenue, and other, various special or restricted Town and State revenue funds.
1) Revenue streams retained in Town revenue accounts in full and without restriction:
 Liquor permits
 Notary filing
 Map copies
 Burial permits (VSD)
 Certified copies of birth and death certificates, marriage licenses (VSD)
 Map recording (included in Town recording account)
 Trade name recording (included in Town recording account)
2) Revenue streams shared between Town (unrestricted) and State revenue funds:
 Conveyance taxes
 Dog licenses
 Marriage licenses (VSD)
3) Amounts from activities that are allocated between Town and State revenue funds and other
special or restricted Town and State revenue funds include proceeds from: 11
 Recording fees related to
 affidavits
 mortgages
 mortgage releases
 subordinations
11

Amounts collected for recording land records and other documents are allocated between the Town and several
Town and State restricted funds at varying rates. These include: Local Capital Improvement Plan (LOCIP) Fund,
State Farm Fund, State Preservation Fund, Town Clerk Farm Fund, and the Town Preservation Fund. MERS
mortgages are allocated between the Town and the State Treasurer- MERS Fund and the Town Clerk Farm Fund
(recording only).
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deeds
release (other)
MERS Mortgages – recording
MERS Mortgages – release

4) Restricted Revenue Receipts - available for use only by the Town’s Shellfish Commission
 shellfish permits
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Appendix C: Expanded Audit Procedures
Cash Receipts
Test 1: Trace a selection of cash receipts to sales ledger to deposit tickets. Follow the money stepby-step. Look for differences in dates, payee names and amounts. Compare the numbers with those
in your bank statements. Inspect for lapping issues.
Objective: To screen for diversion of funds.
Deposit Slips
Test 1: Examine deposit records. These photocopied records should be chronological, and
represent an accurate reflection of the business's receipts. Inspect cash and check divisions
declared on the deposit record. Compare "Cash deposited" with "Cash collected," and "Checks
deposited" with "Checks collected."
Objective: To track actual receipts against actual deposits. This exercise can detect lapping
incidents and tests the validity of a specific deposit.
Test 2: Compare validated details with copies. Sample and compare the validated deposit slips
with the duplicate records of deposit. Check for differences between the amounts of cash and
checks deposited. Check for differences between posting dates and actual deposit verification
dates.
Objective: To detect deposit holds and possible lapping schemes.
Bank Statements
Test 1: Review all statements. Inspect statements for exact deposit amounts on exact days.
Investigate discrepancies.
Objective: Another procedure to detect deposit holds.
Test 2: Inspect the daily cash report for a specific day. Identify the "Cash" and "Check" amounts
recorded. Inspect the deposit slip for the same day for agreement.
Objective: Target specific items/dates for further review.
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